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Abstract: This paper explains the automated document reader for blind people with the help of Raspberry Pi. This process
takes place with the help of Optical Character Recognition (OCR) technology for identification of the printed characters
using image sensing devices and computerized programming. It converts images of typed, handwritten, or printed text into
machine encoded text with the help of OCR. In this research these images are converted into audio output (Speech)with
the help of OCR and Text-to-speech synthesis. The conversion of printed document into text files is done with the help of
Raspberry Pi which again uses Tesseract library and Python programming. The text files are processed with the help of
OpenCV library and python programming language and hence the audio output is obtained.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

This project is used for the detection, reading and conversion of documented text to help blind and visually impaired
people. The overall theme and algorithm has a success rate of 92 percent on the test set as the unread text is significantly
small and distant from the image capturing element. We have proposed a technique to extract text from the written or
typed documents, convert them to machine encoded text with Optical Character Recognition(OCR), create the text files
and then process them with the help of Digital Image Analysis (DIA) to convert the text into audio output. Our main aim is
on enhancing the capabilities of blind people by providing them a method from which the information can be fed to them in
the form of a speech signal. This project can also be implemented for the automatic detection of road signs, warning signs,
in other terms to improve the blind navigation on larger scale.
II.

WORKING PRINCIPLE

When the capture button is clicked, the system captures the image of the document which is placed in front of the capturing
element which is connected to the ARM microcontroller through USB. After selecting the process button the captured
document image undergoes Optical Character Recognition (OCR) Technology. OCR technology makes the conversion of
scanned images of printed text or symbols into text or information that can be understood or edited with the help of a
computer program. We are using TESSERACT library function for the OCR technology. With the help of Text-to-speech
library the data will be converted to audio file. Camera acts as a detecting element the image of the given document, then
the image is processed internally and separates the label from image with the help of open CV library and finally identifies
the text which is pronounced in voice format. Now the converted text into audio output is listened with the help of
connecting headsets via 3.5mm audio jack or speakers via Bluetooth.
III.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

The operating system under which the proposed system is executed with the help of Raspbian which is derived from the
Debian operating system. Python programming language is the language used for the Raspbian algorithm which is a script
language. Open CV library is the functions used for algorithm. OpenCV is an open source vision library, which is written in C and
C++ and runs with the help of Linux, Windows and Mac OS. OpenCV was designed for computational efficiency and realtime applications. OpenCV is written in optimized C and works perfectly in multi-core processors.
The Operating system used is Raspbian (Debian), Language used is Python2.7, Platform used are Tesseract and OpenCV
(Linux-library), Library files are OCR engine and TTS engine
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A.
Raspberry PI
Raspberry Pi is a low cost, small sized computer that plugs into a displaying element or television and uses standard
peripheral devices such as keyboard and mouse. There are two models of Raspberry Pi, they are Raspberry Pi 2 and
Raspberry Pi 3. These two are similar with few advance features on Raspberry Pi 3. Compared to the Raspberry Pi 2 it has
a 1.2GHz 64-bit quad-core ARMv8 CPU, 802.11n Wireless LAN, Bluetooth 4.1, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), 4 USB
ports, 40 GPIO pins, Full HDMI port, Ethernet port, Combined 3.5mm audio jack and composite video, Camera interface
(CSI), Display Interface (DSI), Micro SD card slot, VideoCore IV 3D graphics core

B.
OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION (OCR)
Optical Character Recognition is a text recognition method which converts the written text or printed documents of the text
to be rendered into convertible soft copies or text documents. OCR technology is used for the purpose of scanning of text
formatted elements from the captured images and converting that image into the editable text documents.
It is a simple and common method of digitizing printed text documents so that they can be easily electronically edited,
searched, saved occupying less space, displayed online and used in machine level processes such as cognitive computing,
machine learning, translation, text-to-speech etc.
There are two types of OCR. One of them is used for recognizing printed characters and another one is for recognizing
hand written text.

IV.

FLOW OF PROCESS

A.
IMAGE CAPTURE
The first and foremost step in this process is the one in which the document is placed under the capturing element and
that element captures the image of the placed printed or written document. The quality of the image captured by the
capturing element must be high so that it has a fast and clear recognition of the printed text due to the high-resolution capturing
element. The function for the skew detection checks for a perfect angle of orientation between -15 and +15 degrees and
if the orientation is detected, then a simple process of image rotation takes place till the lines of the image matches with the
original horizontal axis, which generates skew corrected image. The noise introduced during the work of the capturing
element or due to the low quality of the image has to be rectified before further processing.
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B.
Image to Text Conversion
The American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) values of the captured elements are processed with the
help of the Raspberry Pi board. Next, the captured elements are matched with the corresponding and related templates
and saved as a normal text transcription. This transcription is further delivered to the audio output where the audio is
listened by the visually impaired people.
C.
Text to Audio Conversion
The ultimate aim and scope of this project is obtained with the conclusion of the receding module of Optical Character
Recognition. This module performs the operation of conversion of the transformed text to audio output. The Raspberry
Pi has an in-built audio jack, the audio is generated and given out from the Raspberry Pi with the help of a Pulse Width
Modulation (PWM) output and is filtered at a minimum range. An USB audio card can be used to improve the sound
quality of the audio output.
Text
File

Text to
Audio
Conversion

Audio
File

When the character recognition process is completed, the character codes in the text file are processed with the help of
Raspberry Pi which recognizes a character with the help of TESSERACT algorithm and python programming.
D.

Python Programming

The following screenshots are the windows of the python programming used in this project.

Running camera to click a picture
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Using open CV library to enhance image

Using open CV library to enhance image
E.

Result

Clicked Image by Raspberry Pi camera
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Enhanced Image with OpenCV library
V.

CONCLUSION

With the help of this process, we have got represented an enhanced system to scan a written text to help the visually impaired
people, to extract text from extremely advanced backgrounded documents, we've got projected a completely different text
localization with models of stroke orientation and edge distributions. Block patterns project the projected feature maps of
a captured image element into a featured vector. Adjacent character grouping is performed to calculate the number of
elements of text ready for text classification. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is used to perform character
recognition on the captured text regions and convert into audio output for visually impaired people. During this process, the
capturing element acts as input for the project. Because the Raspberry Pi has a high-powered camera which starts to stream.
The streaming elements are displayed on the peripheral device victimization with Graphical User Interface (GUI)
application. Once the required text document for reading is placed in front of the capturing element then the capture button
is clicked to capture the image and transfer to the Raspberry Pi board. Then with the help of TESSERACT library
function, the image are converted to knowledge and it is detected from the captured element are going to be displayed on the
standing bar. The obtained knowledge are converted to be listened with the help of headphones using Text- to-speech
synthesis.
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